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Working together to make a difference!

Innovation is at the heart of what we do, and we are proud to 
have partnered with CarbonGraph, an innovative technology, to 
determine the carbon footprint of our products. Founded in 2021, 
CarbonGraph’s mission is to provide people, companies and 
governments the environmental context needed to make informed 
decisions about the sustainability of the goods and services they buy 
and sell. 

In addition to mapping the carbon footprint of our products, 
the Busch Systems team has been working hand-in-hand with 
the CarbonGraph team to develop their software and be an 
example of the steps other companies can take in measuring their 
environmental impact through data and technology.

Thank you for helping us reduce our carbon footprint

We want to say thank you to Sam, Nicholas, Luke and the entire 
CarbonGraph team for their efforts that will have a lasting positive 
effect on our planet for years to come. We also want to extend 
a big thank you to our suppliers, who have worked with us and 
provided us with the information required to fully track the lifecycle 
of our products. And lastly, thank you to the continued efforts of 
our Operations and R&D teams who will be using this data and, 
along with their continued efforts to include increased amounts of 
Post-Consumer Recycled Content in all our containers, will now find 
more ways to reduce our carbon footprint. This will be an ongoing 
project for us, and we invite you to follow our journey! We can’t wait 
to share more with you.

Innovation is at the heart of what we do, and we are proud 

to have partnered with CarbonGraph. 

We’re committed to doing business for the greater good—that’s 
why we’re proud to be a B Corp™. 

A Certified B Corporation® since 2019, we’re 
one of over 4,000 companies across 74 countries 
and 150 industries redefining success in 
business. “We’re honored to be a part of the B 
Corp community,” says Craig Busch, President & 
CEO. “It lets us be bold about who we are and 
what we believe in—and to make greater impact 
in the world as a recycling & waste management 
industry leader.”  B Corporations voluntarily 
meet high criteria for social and environmental 
performance, accountability and transparency. 
We have committed to using business as a force 
for good, assessing the work that we do and the 
way that we do it, and continually implementing 
processes and practices that consider the impact 
our business has on all stakeholders – employees, 
customers, society and the environment. 
 
With a longstanding commitment to making 
a positive impact, Busch Systems® is one of 
the largest equipment providers in the waste 
management industry to achieve B Corp™ 
certification. Others organizations in the B 
Corp™ community include Patagonia, Athleta, 
Allbirds and Veja.
“Being a B Corp reminds our employees, our 
partners and our customers what we stand 

for,” says Craig. “It lets us put a stake in the 
ground around our purpose and practices, so 
we can truly turn business into a movement. We 
recognize that this is just the beginning and will 
continue to work hard to better ourselves, our 
community, and our planet.” 
 
WHAT IS A CERTIFIED B CORPORATION™? 
 
Certified B Corporations®, or B Corp™ for 
short, are for-profit companies that are third-
party certified for reaching the highest levels of 
verified environmental and social responsibility. 
B Corporations are dedicated to using business 
as a force for good™. 
 
WHO CERTIFIES B-CORPORATIONS? 
 
The B-Lab is the non-profit behind the B Corp™ 
brand, which has created this global movement 
to use business as a force for good. They 
realized that our social and environmental 
problems cannot be solved by government and 
non-profits alone, so they have brought together 
over 4000 (and counting!) corporations to date 
to aid in the betterment of our environment and 
our local & global communities.

To learn more about B Corp™, visit bcorporation.netTo learn more about CarbonGraph and to view the carbon footprint of our products, visit: 
buschsystems.com/carbon-footprint

http://www.bcorporation.net
https://www.buschsystems.com/carbon-footprint
https://carbongraph.io/
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Aristata® Triple Stream in Western Breeze with 
Custom Signs and Die-Cut Logo

For over five years the Aristata® Series has brought style and sophistication 
to recycling & waste programs across a multitude of industries. Each 
container is meticulously crafted to be on-trend with today’s modern 
interiors with multiple stunning finishes that blend seamlessly into any 
space. With a variety of customization options and multiple streams in one 
single container, achieve outstanding diversion rates while maintaining an  
upscale aesthetic.

This long-lasting container is made of durable and weather resistant plastic lumber that is certified 
98% post-consumer recycled plastic. Combining sustainability, functionality, and convenience into 
one eye-catching design. The Aura’s upscale appearance and high-quality construction create the 
perfect recycling and waste container for people who care. 

*Please Note: A minimum order quantity is required for custom panel colours

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Sign Frames

• Restrictive Opening Lids

• Casters

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
SIGNS!

ADD CUSTOM
BODY LABELS!

Custom Die-Cut Lettering & Logo Custom Full Branded Body Wrap Contour Cut Logo + Custom Die-Cut Lettering

Custom Embossed Side Logo Label

Custom Die-Cut Vinyl Labels

Custom Door Signs, Jelly Labels and Panel Colours*

Customize your Aristata® Series to suit 
your individual styling needs. Whether 
you want to add your corporate 
logos, sports team branding, or just 
bringing more attention to your waste 
and recycling collection program, we 
can provide your custom labelling 
and signage to give your Aristata® 
containers look you want. Talk to 
our experts today about how we can 
customize your containers.

FEATURES

• Sloped lid leads precipitation away 
from the front openings to keep 
interior contents dry

• Front door access and rigid liners 
allow for easy servicing 

• Optional front door signage to 
designate streams

• Stainless steel, rust-resistant hinges 
and heavy-duty screws to ensure a 
container that is built to last

CUSTOMIZE 
YOUR SIGNS!

CUSTOMIZE 
YOUR LABELS!

Aura Triple with 
Custom Body Signs
and Jelly Labels
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With endless combination options, the Evolve® Series offers distinguished style for multi-stream 
collection. Whether used as a stand-alone container or paired together as a standout central 
collection station, the Evolve® Series allows you to create a designer quality recycling & waste 
masterpiece. The Evolve® Series represents the next step in our commitment to providing high-
quality, creative solutions for sustainability.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Sign Frames

• Restrictive Opening Lids

• Body Signs (1 up to 4 sides)

• Casters

ADD SIGN FRAMES
+CUSTOM SIGNS!

ADD CUSTOM
BODY SIGNS!

Evolve Double Cube Slim with 
Sign Frame, Casters, and Custom Body Signs

Contour Cut Logos + Custom Die-Cut Lettering Custom Body Signs + Custom Sign Frame Signs

The modern, unique design of the 
Evolve Series is sure to enhance the look 
of your space. Choose from a variety 
of body styles, colours, lid options 
with restrictive openings, graphics and 
accessories to improve the effectiveness 
of your program. Easily incorporate 
top signage, body signage and labels 
to communicate your streams, your 
brand or for advertising purposes – the 
options are endless!

The Expression™ is the only molded plastic container that effectively 
prioritizes signage! All four sides have space for customized signage, allowing 
you to differentiate streams or advertise your business. Made from double-
wall plastic with a canopy lid that protects the contents from precipitation, 
this sturdy container is built to outlast any type of weather. Its simple yet 
sophisticated appearance is unique and fits perfectly into any outdoor space 
while adapting to the needs of your program.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Indoor and Outdoor Lid Options

• Restrictive Openings

• Body Signs (1 up to 4 sides)

CUSTOMIZED
BODY SIGNS!

Ad Revenue Custom Body Sign + Stock Waste Body Sign Custom Body Signs

AMPLE SIGNAGE - Signage space on all 
4 sides of the container helps communicate 
streams and increase diversion rates

CHANGEABLE SIGNAGE - Easily change 
your signage to suit your needs

INCREASED CAPACITY - Available in single 
or double stream capacity to meet the needs 
of your program

DURABILITY - Durable double-wall 
plastic does not rust and can outlast harsh  
weather conditions

Expression Indoor Single
in Sandstone with

Custom Body Signs
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Harmonize your waste diversion with the Mezzo Series. Choose between a single top-
hinged lid or multi-hinged lids access and various restrictive openings to increase 
diversion rates. The Mezzo Series is a client favorite that is sure to maximize the 
success of your program.

Mezzo Double Hinged Lid with 
Custom Full Branded Body Wrap

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Hinged Lids (colors or black)

• Casters

ADD CUSTOM
BODY WRAP!

Die-Cut Logo & Lettering Die-Cut Logos + Custom Body Labels

Easy to open hinged lid paired with patent 
pending ergonomic liners that rest on the side 
of the container provide stress-free servicing.

Durable steel body built with structural 
reinforcements.

Fingerprint resistant white bodies with 
multiple colored lids ensure a clean  
cosmetic look.

Available in double or triple streams.

Introducing The Mosaic, an innovative and versatile modular recycling and 
waste container system! This premium-quality product features a sturdy 
and durable structure that incorporates customizable signage, making it a 
perfect fit for businesses and public spaces. Expand your collection capacity 
seamlessly by incorporating additional containers and utilizing the innovative 
connector system for secure interlocking.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Casters

• Restrictive Opening Lids

• Connector Kit

CUSTOMIZED
BODY SIGNS!

Ad Revenue Custom Body Sign + Available Body Signs Product Ad Space Custom Body Sign

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION  
Expand your station with our innovative  
connector system

BOLD COMMUNICATION  
The customizable body panel signs are highly 
visible and help boost diversion and participation

ADAPTS TO ANY RECYCLING PROGRAM  
A wide range of stocked color and lid  
opening options

STYLISH DESIGN  
Thoughtful materials and bold signage make the 
Mosaic a stylish and smart choice for your space

Mosaic Single
Waste Container with

Custom Branded Body Signs
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Upgrade your recycling & waste program with a design that is compatible with your 
industry’s needs. The Sessanta is built with practicality in mind and offers a sleek 
design on a budget without compromising quality. Adding the Sessanta to your 
restaurant or food court will maximize your diversion rate while complementing  
your décor. 

Sessanta Double with Sign Frame 
Die-Cut Logos + Custom Body & Lid Labels

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Tray Shelf or Sign Frame

Contour Cut Logos + Custom Labels Custom Full Branded Body Wrap

Tailor this sleek unit to give you the custom 
look you desire

Build in shelf, intuitively communicates the 
users’ responsibility to return their tray

Front door access ensures seamless servicing

Metal kickplate increases durability, granting 
a long lifespan

Infinite customizable label options to coincide 
with your brand

No assembly required for quick deployment

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
SIGNS!

ADD CUSTOM
BODY LABELS!

ADD CUSTOM
LID LABELS!

Being green just got more colorful. This modular container is perfectly 
vivid in color and aesthetically pleasing in any setting. Easily add or change 
streams at any time with multiple lid, color, capacity, and shape options. Take 
advantage of its endless opportunities for customization and add features 
such as castors and sign frames to create a superior recycling program that 
every organization deserves.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Casters

• Restrictive Opening Lids

• Sign Frames

Custom Die-Cut Lettering + Stock Sign Frame Signs Custom Full Body Wrap + Custom Lid Label

INTERCHANGEABLE AND ADAPTABLE 
Modular system allows your centralized station to 
grow with your program

SUPERIOR FINISH 
Powder coated steel body available in bright 
colors to help with stream recognition or to match 
your modern décor

LARGE CAPACITY IN SMALL SPACES 
Small footprint makes it ideal for a wide range  
of locations

ENCOURAGES DIVERSION 
Lead in embossed lids available in several 
restrictive openings

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
SIGNS!

ADD CUSTOM
BODY LABELS!

Spectrum Cube Single Lift Lid with
Custom Sign & Custom Body Labels
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Take your waste bin aesthetic to new heights with the Summit Series. With two sleek 
lid variations, choose the features that best suit your needs with convenient front door 
access and a sloped or flat-top design. This sharp, modern container will help maximize 
the success of your program with multiple streams available in a single central unit, and 
ample space for labeling on the bin and/or using our customizable sign frame kits!

Summit Double Flat Lid with Sign Frame 
Custom Side Wrap + Ad Revenue Labels

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Sign Frame

Custom Door Labels Die-Cut Logos + Custom Lid Wrap

VARIETY - Available with sloped or flat lid 
designed, and can include customizable sign 
frame kits to ensure your bins look great and 
function properly for your specific needs

OPTIMAL DURABILITY - A strong steel body built 
with structural reinforcements

HIGH END APPEARANCE - A sleek and modern 
look featuring smooth steel components

BUILT FOR ANY PROGRAM - Available in 
double or triple streams to meet your particular 
program’s waste diversion needs

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY RECYCLING - 
Made entirely in North America, including liners 
made from 100% post-consumer recycled content

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
SIGNS!

ADD CUSTOM
BODY LABELS!

Ideal for high-traffic areas, this recycling station offers the best of the best when it 
comes to function and style. Rotationally molded for added durability, and lockable 
double-walled front door ensures that servicing this unit is a breeze for years 
to come. Built-in deflectors ensure a clean sort, preventing cross-contamination, 
while the angled surface of the unit directs rain water away from the front of the 
container. The Uptown is fully customizable, allowing you to create a unique unit 
that speaks directly to your recycling initiatives.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Restrictive Opening

Die-Cut Logos + Custom Front Body Labels Front + Sides Custom Body Labels

MAXIMUM DURABILITY - Scratch-resistant 
LDPE body, with stone finish masks the 
appearance of wear and tear overtime

SUCCESSFUL DIVERSION - Internal divider 
shields against cross contamination

OUTDOOR APPROVED - Slanted lid deflects 
precipitation and prevents garbage from being 
placed on top

PERFECT FOR CENTRALIZED COLLECTION - 
This large capacity container features a weighted 
base and front locks to increase both stability  
and security

ADD CUSTOM
BODY LABELS!

Uptown Double in Sandstone with
Custom Branded Body Labels
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For over 10 years the Waste Watcher® has been helping thousands of 
campuses, municipalities, offices, and other organizations achieve their 
waste diversion goals! This North-American made container prioritizes 
sustainability, customization, and convenience to meet the needs of  
our customers.

Waste Watcher XL Single with 
Sign Frame, Custom Body Labels +  

Custom Sign & Lid Label

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Sign Frame

• Restrictive Opening lids

• Wheel Dolly

• Connector Kit

Custom Die-Cut Lettering + Stock Labels & Signs Custom Signs & Labels + Contour Cut Logos

VERSATILE SIZING - Reduce servicing demands 
with 6 different capacities to choose from

ADAPTS TO ANY RECYCLING PROGRAM -  
A wide range of stocked color and lid  
opening options

ERGONOMIC FUNCTIONALITY - Strategically 
placed handles help make servicing and 
relocation smooth and simple

CLEAN DESIGN - Inside rounded edges 
eliminate build up of dirt and grime in corners

CLEAR COMMUNICATION - The customizable 
graphics are highly visible and help improve your 
program’s presence and participation

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
SIGNS!

ADD CUSTOM
BODY LABELS!

ADD CUSTOM
LID LABELS!

CREATIONSCREATIONS
Custom Busch Systems takes pride in its innovative approach to 

creating custom recycling and waste containers tailored to 
the unique needs of our customers. Our team collaborates 
closely with clients to understand their specific waste 
management challenges and design solutions that 
seamlessly integrate into their spaces. Whether it’s a sleek 
and space-saving recycling bin for corporate offices or a 
robust and weather-resistant waste container for outdoor 
environments, Busch Systems combines functionality with 
aesthetic appeal. Our custom creations not only enhance 
waste disposal efficiency but also reflect our commitment 
to sustainability and environmental responsibility. With a 
focus on quality craftsmanship and eco-friendly materials, 
Busch Systems continues to be a trusted partner in shaping 
a greener future, one custom container at a time.

Custom Indoor/Outdoor Triple 
Container Made from Recycled Plastic Lumber 
For the Collection and Storage of Pool Towels

Custom Indoor Single Container 
Made from Recycled Plastic Lumber 
Incorporating a Planter Box

All custom containers do require a minimum order quantity.

Custom Indoor/Outdoor Triple 
Container Made from Recycled Plastic Lumber

Customized Single Infinite™ 
Container with Custom Color Ring 
and Branded Body Labels

Uptown™ Double in Custom Colors with Custom Body Labels 
and Waste Watcher® Single with Custom Body Labels

Custom Indoor/Outdoor Drinking Water 
Unit Made from Recycled Plastic Lumber
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In an effort to produce a more sustainable catalog with fewer pages, we have intentionally not included all of our 
products here. Contact our sales team at 1-800-565-9931 or check out our website to see our full product line!
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